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Abstract

This dissertation studies the different levels and dimensions along which economies of scale (EoS) savings may be realized when information is disseminated over the Internet. At the information product level, EoS savings may be realized along the object, consumer and temporal dimensions through strategies such as information bundling, site-licensing and subscriptions. At the information transport level, EoS savings may be realized along the same dimensions through just-in-time delivery, multicast, network caching and replication strategies. Each of these strategies is studied in this work.

Along the object dimension, a multi-product bundling model with multi-dimensional consumer taste characteristics is developed to study the optimal bundling and pricing strategy of information goods such as academic journals. Using empirical journal usage data and cost projections for information-delivery over the Internet, the model finds that metered usage (i.e., articles-on-demand) should account for a significant fraction of revenue when articles and subscriptions are optimally priced according to a mixed bundling strategy.

Along the receiver dimension, a communication cost model for multicast is developed. The model demonstrates that multicast group size can serve as an excellent proxy for multicast tree cost. Computer simulations show that, statistically, multicast tree length grows at the 0.8 power of the multicast group size until the point of tree saturation, beyond which additional receivers can be added to the group without further tree growth. In other words, the marginal cost of multicast declines according to an exponential decay function until it reaches zero at tree saturation. This result is validated
with both real and generated networks, and is robust across topological styles and network sizes. This suggests that a two-part tariff may be appropriate if providers choose to adopt a cost-based approach to multicast pricing.

Along the temporal dimension, economies of scale savings can be realized through network caching and replication. This work offers the vision of and motivation for a distributed network storage infrastructure with service guarantees. Caching and replication can be treated as different service classes within a unified Quality-of-Service (QoS) framework. Key components of the distributed network storage architecture include: service specification, resource reservation, resource mapping, admission control, real-time resource management and pricing. After establishing a research roadmap, this work focuses on the resource mapping problem and develops a formal mapping model, allowing services with different traffic profiles and performance specifications to be mapped into an optimal combination of storage and transmission resources. The model is also extended to tackle network storage capacity planning problems.

The work described in this dissertation promotes an understanding of how new network technologies have changed, and will continue to change, the economics of information dissemination. This understanding is essential to the design of engineering, economic and policy structures that will constitute the information infrastructure of the future.